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Smart Support

We’ve been supporting schools’ ICT since 1999 and our services have evolved
over the past 20 years to be smarter than ever! Our powerful technology
platform delivers remote monitoring and management of our client networks,
preventing the need for costly, inefficient technical visits for most issues. All of
our Smart Support bundles contain the same great features & benefits:

Unlimited
remote and
onsite reactive
support

You’ll never
have to wait
for a visit to
get your issue
resolved

Never forget
a backup or
anti-virus check

Peace of
mind for data
security

GDPR:ready
Automated
monitoring of
servers and
network

We know
about issues
before you do

Monthly
reports on
network
performance

Understand
where to
invest for
maximum
effect

5 simple steps to get your school GDPR-ready
We get to
Regular visit
know each
a named
GDPR: four from
letters
that strike fear
into
client
and the
senior
become part
hearts of school
leaders everywhere!
On
technician
of the team

Find out how
much you are
spending on power
and reduce costs
with automatic
shutdowns

Smart
appointing
external
Scanning for
ICT Usage

professional advisors.
However, for those with tighter budgets
May 25th the new General Data Protection
another senior member of the SLT could
Regulations come into force and a lot of
be given the role, or you could seek to
We
have
standard
packages
but
understand
thatDPO’s
each school
and
our clients have been working hard to get swap
with is
a unique
neighbouring
school to
requires
different
levels
of
support,
so
we
can
offer
bespoke
and
flexible
into shape with data security. The truth
provide a level of external accountability.
packages to meet any need and budget.
is, with a bit of planning, a team effort
and some common sense, complying with
GDPR can be achieved relatively easily.
Here are our top 5 steps to get your on
track before the deadline on May 25th:
Do a data audit

Core Support
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For larger schools with their own technical staff, our Core support packages
provide a safety net for the onsite team, offering 3rd line support and all the
requires
to state
what
benefits of our strategic planning service GDPR
to ensure
the best you
experience
possible.
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personal
data you hold, where you hold it and why
Appoint a DPO
you process it (see step 4, below). The
Unlimited remote
Proactive monitoring
Working in partnership
starting point for most
is staff
to hold a
& reactive support
of infrastructure
withschools
in-house IT
larger
schools
Every school will need a Data Protection
staff meeting where in
you
can
all brainstorm
Officer. This is the person who will have
the systems and filing cabinets that might
responsibility for auditing the school’s
hold personal data. Don’t forget to include
compliance activities. They will need to
paper as well as digital records, and do
ensuring any data subject requests are
remember that you will be holding personrespondedThe
to,heart
and of
inyour
the network
unlikelyisevent
of
al data
your staff
as well as pupils and
your school server.
Ourfor
innovative
CloudServe
provides
allwould
of the functions
a school server
for a fixed
annual
fee. You’ll have
a data breach
they
need toofcollect
parents.
This
information
can all be put
onsite
hardware
for
speedy
access,
replicated
in
the
cloud
providfor
cmplete
information and potentially report to the
together on a simple spreadsheet – get in
peace of mind and disaster recovery in the event of an emergency. You can also
Information
Commissioner’s
Office
(ICO).
touch with us if you’d like a template to
gain access to files and applications from anywhere, using our secure remote login.
The DPO should not be the person who
get you started.
is responsible for enacting GDPR (usually
the head teacher) and some schools are
Continued on page 2...

CloudServe

0800 862 0123
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Protection

Write or adapt your policies

Right to
erasure

Right to
portability

Right to
object

Consent*

X

Contract

X

Most schools will have aComprehensive
data securitydata
polbackup
& obligation
award-winning anti-virus
Legal
X
X
icy as part of the current Data Protection
Vital interests
X
Your
school
data is and
a precious
Act. Revisit
your
policies
checkasset
thethat needs to be protected from viruses,
Publicwith
taskyou and design
X a backupX
malware
and accidental loss. We will sit down
following:

X
X

interests
strategy that meets your particular needsLegitimate
and budget.
Our services include: X
*but with right to withdraw consent.
a)
Are they still fit for purpose?
• Automated cloud-based backup for critical data
GDPR introduces a requirement to lim• Fast restore options for disaster recovery planning
it the time that you hold personal data
• Award-winning anti-virus on servers and endpoints
so decide what a suitable period of time
• Advanced threat detection to protect you against ransomware
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would be.

Shred, Delete or Secure

b)
Are they are understood by staff?
GDPR requires every organisation to think
This is an opportunity to remind everyone
carefully about why and how personal
of the school’s policies and how they can
data
is held. It’s a great opportunity to
ensure that data security and privacy are
conduct
Protect data across multiple
devices a spring clean, securely destroymaintained.
ing old records and tidying up current
Data breaches can cause significant legalsystems.
and financial
difficulties
schools. the amount
Once
you’veforreduced
Our encryption software will protect data on
multiple
devices
for
each
of data you hold, then you should ensure
user (desktop, laptop, USB drives) and can even encrypt email for secure
that everything else is well protected by
communications with third parties.
tightening up password policies and using
Get consent – but only when
tools such as encryption.
ABSOLUTELY necessary

I M M E R S I V E

Encryption
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With that list completed you will be well
In your Data Audit youAuthentication
need to state the

on your way to compliance! Do remember
‘legal basis’ for holding or processing
that there are plenty of organisations who
personal data. There are
6 of remote
these availaSecure
access to your network and data
provide guidance on the GDPR, including
ble and you need to think carefully about
the ICO.
At to
Computeam
we have a range
Most use
schools
rely on different
the convenience
access
their applications
which one you
because
rightsof remote
of
to improive data
including
systems,
but weak passwords
cantools
leave and
themservices
exposed. Our
apply to the
data MIS
subject
depending
on
2-factor authentication system secures remote
systems
with
a secondary
accesseasier too,
security
and
make
compliance
the legal basis. Schools have a so called
code generated via your mobile phone orso
other
device.
get in touch if you need a helping hand
Public task basis for much of the data that
with data security.
they process and will therefore not need
to get consent, however there are some
“Special Category” or sensitive data cat__
egories that do require consent to hold
such as religious beliefs, race and ethnic
adherence to the GDPR and manage data requests
origin. There is a lot ofTrack
guidance
on the
ICO’s website on this area including this
With regulations becoming more complex, especially
data
security, Director
Owenaround
Napier,
Managing
helpful table
of which
rights
apply
to each
all schools
need
to have
the right
systems and processes in place to comply.
Computeam Ltd
legal basis:
We understand
the requirements and can provide a helping hand in ensuring

Compliance

all aspects of IT in your school are compliant now, and in the future.

ActivPanel

The Premium Interactive Panel
for Immersive Learning

Android OPS unit included with all ActivPanels
Create a captivating, tablet-like experience in the front of the classroom.

Interactive display in
a range of 4 sizes:

Available in 65” 4K, 70” HD,
75” 4K, and 86” 4K displays with
simultaneous touch points and pens.

The world’s first upgradeable
Android-based interactive display
Our unique external design enables schools to
upgrade the device’s performance over time to keep
pace with rapid advances in computing technology.

Lower cost of ownership
The externally-accessible Android-based mini PC
simplifies the device maintenance process and
minimizes the cost associated with display
diagnostics and repairs.

Access to thousands of teaching tools
Download and access educational apps, mirror
mobile devices to share content, or connect
Bluetooth ® devices such as lab sensors and robots to
support your lessons.

0800 862 0123

info@computeam.co.uk

www.computeam.co.uk

TM

Industry’s most elegant writing experience with
ActivPanel InGlass™ technology: ActivPanel’s
InGlass™ Technology offers a natural writing experience
with no script-lag or response delays. Use the instant
whiteboard with intuitive tools for free-form writing.

Brilliant picture quality
Stunning HD and 4K displays with crisp detail and
bright colors. The built-in light adjuster provides the
best possible lighting when interacting and viewing.

Future-ready connectivity
ActivPanel offers a variety of ports, including HDMI,
USB touch, OPS, VGA, Audio, and more.

Powerful stereo sound
The ActivPanel’s built-in, front-facing speakers fill the
classroom with deep, crystal-clear sound.

Protect your technology investment
A comprehensive multi-year warranty ensures an
excellent return on investment for years to come.

To learn more, visit: www.PrometheanWorld.com or contact us at +44 1254 290 686

Smart Support
We’ve been supporting schools’ ICT since 1999 and our services have evolved
over the past 20 years to be smarter than ever! Our powerful technology
platform delivers remote monitoring and management of our client networks,
preventing the need for costly, inefficient technical visits for most issues. All of
our Smart Support bundles contain the same great features & benefits:

Automated
monitoring of
servers and
network

We know
about issues
before you do

Monthly
reports on
network
performance

Understand
where to
invest for
maximum
effect

We get to
know each
client and
become part
of the team

Our support just got smarter!
Regular visit
from a named
senior
technician

Why we think Smart Support is the answer!
Managed services and outsourced ICT support
have been around for several years in most sectors and technology to deliver these services has
developed very quickly in the past three years.
It is now possible to intelligently monitor networks and automate routine tasks to proactively
resolve faults before they become service issues.
The education sector has largely been ignored
by most companies but not Computeam; we
have been looking closely at the possibilities that
technology brings and have been a leader in the
development of education-ready service delivery
for a number of years. These technologies are
now at a point where we can use them to underpin a new service that we call Smart Support.

How are you transforming your service with
Smart Support?
Computeam have recently made a significant
investment of over £250,000 in a remote monitoring and management (RMM) tool. This tool
enables Computeam to manage all aspects of IT
service delivery, including hardware and software inventory, warranty details, detection of
errors, network performance, response times,
resource utilization, life cycle management and
even the amount of power that your ICT systems
are using! We can schedule maintenance tasks,
switch devices on and off remotely and effectively manage every part of our client networks
in a highly efficient way.

How does this make your support smart?
We know that our clients value our visiting
technicians and see them as a vital member of
their team, with regular scheduled visits either
weekly or fortnightly. But what if during that
visit the technician can spend the time working
with the client on utilising technology to improve
the teaching and learning outcomes rather than
dealing with a log book of issues that the school
have recorded since his or her last visit? This
ensures that you get the maximum value from
every visit, whilst reducing the waiting time for
issues to be resolved.

What changes will we see?
Many faults will be logged on our service desk
and resolved automatically before you are even
aware that they were causing an issue! You will
log faults (known as a ticket) by a simple email
rather than using an onsite book, we will then
begin working on the ticket straight away and in
many cases the ticket will be resolved remotely
without your involvement. In the rare instance
where we can’t fix the issue remotely you will
receive unlimited reactive onsite visits. Your
technician will also arrive at site for their regular
scheduled visit (which will now be up to 2 hours)
fully armed with a complete overview and plan
of the requirements onsite.

Unlimited
remote and
onsite reactive
support

You’ll never
have to wait
for a visit to
get your issue
resolved

Never forget
a backup or
anti-virus check

Peace of
mind for data
security

Smart
Scanning for
ICT Usage

Find out how
much you are
spending on power
and reduce costs
with automatic
shutdowns

We have standard packages but understand that each school is unique and
Howrequires
does the
pricinglevels
compare?
Why are
doing it?
different
of support, so we can offer bespoke
and you
flexible
In most cases
proactive
Smart
support
will
genWe
believe
technology
can
improve education
packages to meet any need and budget.
erate a saving for a school, because there is a
outcomes when used well. It is imperative for us
reduced need for costly onsite visits. Moreover,
that our clients experience a top class service
less downtime, less issues and a significantly
so we are using technology to improve our own
faster fix-time will reduce costs for us and create outcomes, ensuring that ICT in our client schools
far greater value for our valued clients.
becomes an aid to learning and development,
not
Smart Support a barrier. By investing in our systems we will
improve
the
experience
for our clients and team
For larger schools with their own technical
staff, our
Core
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members.
We’ve
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provide a safety net for the onsite team, offering 3rd line support and all the
the past 20 years to be smarter than ever! Our powerful technology
benefits of ourover
strategic
planning service to ensure the best experience possible.
platform delivers remote monitoring and management of our client networks,

Core Support

The Features and Benefits of Smart Support:
preventing the need for costly, inefficient technical visits for most issues. All of
our Smart Support bundles contain the same great features & benefits:

Unlimited remote
& reactive
support
Automated
monitoring of
servers and
network

Proactive monitoring
of infrastructure
Unlimited
We know

about issues
before you do

CloudServe
Monthly
reports on
network
performance

Understand
where to
invest for
maximum
effect

Working in partnership
with in-house IT staff
in larger schools

remote and
onsite reactive
support

You’ll never
have to wait
for a visit to
get your issue
resolved

Never forget
a backup or
anti-virus check

Peace of
mind for data
security

The heart of your network is your school server. Our innovative CloudServe
provides all of the functions of a school server for a fixed annual fee. You’ll have
Find out how
We get to
onsite hardwareRegular
for speedy
access,
replicated in the
cloud providfor
cmplete
visit
much you are
Smart
know each
from a named
spending on power
Scanning
for
client
and
peace of mind and
disaster recovery
in
the
event
of
an
emergency.
You
senior
and reduce
costscan also
ICT
Usage
become part
with automatic
technician
of the team
gain access to files
and applications
from anywhere, using our secure
remote login.
shutdowns
We have standard packages but understand that each school is unique and
requires different levels of support, so we can offer bespoke and flexible
packages to meet any need and budget.

Core Support
0800 862

For larger schools with their own technical staff, our Core support packages
provide a safety net for the onsite team, offering 3rd line support and all the
benefits of our
strategic planning service to ensure the
best experience possible.
0123
info@computeam.co.uk
www.computeam.co.uk

Computeam Engage is all about putting your technology investments to work
for a clear educational outcome. We select high-quality hardware, install it
professionally and include training services and value-added extras for a fixed
annual or quarterly fee:

IPad Bundle

From just £XXX per annum per set*

Computeam in the Community
Computeam to take part in
the Big Sleep Out for
Taunton Association for
the Houseless

Computeam continue to
support
Stand Against Violence
as charity partner following
merger

As part of Computeam’s ongoing
commitment to charitable giving and
fundraising, 13 of Computeam’s staff will
be taking part in The Big Sleep Out.

Following the merger of IDN and
Computeam, we have continued our
dedication to support Stand Against
Violence following 4 years of partnership
in our commitment to local charitable
causes.

We are sleeping outside, so that others
don’t have to.
Computeam have been
working with Taunton Association of the
Homeless for over 5 years by providing
ICT equipment to the charity, have been
involved in previous events and are proud
to be able to fundraise for them directly
by taking part in this event.
You can support our group of staff taking
part by using the link on our website or
social media. Please give generously to
this worthy cause!

Our Engage bundles provide greater access to
iPads for cash-strapped schools, whilst combining
them with the support and training service that will
ensure you get an educational return on
investment.

•
•
•
•
•

15x 32GB
WiFi
Appleeducation
iPads context
Put into
the proper
Secure Mobile Charging Trolley
Full ‘over the air’ management via MDM for life
of the contract
Installation and support included
Annual training session included
*Price based on min order of High
2 classrooms
quality for 4 years. Title in
goods remains with Computeam
throughout the contract.
hardware

A clear
curriculum outcome

Our support of ‘SAV’ has varied widely,
from ad hoc fundraising, donations and
event sponsorship to locking up a director
for the day!
We have also used what we know best,
ICT, to help support SAV’s efforts by
providing laptops to the charity to help
deliver the crucial work that SAV do in the
community.
Adam Fouracre, CEO of Stand Against
Violence commented “Support from
local businesses mean so much to SAV.
This support is more varied and flexible
with several companies supporting in a
variety of ways. Computeam supply our
small team with laptops, technical advice
and also do some in house fundraising.
All of this really helps our charity to continue and grow and with all of us working
remotely having good IT support is
essential.
We are very grateful to Computeam for
their ongoing support.”

As Platinum Partners of Promethean, our flagship Computeam Engage package
is designed specifically around their screens. It combines a high-impact
touchscreen display with installation, staff training and ongoing support, plus a
host of pre-installed educational apps and lesson plans.

“

Other engage bundles include Apple iPads, Google Chromebooks and laptops
for teaching & learning. All hardware supplied in this way is fully managed
by Computeam, minimising downtime due to faults through swap-outs and
enhancing the experience for teachers and pupils alike.

By using mobile technology we have been able to move away from
traditional ICT teaching. Now we are able to use mobile technology
to enhance teaching and learning in other areas of the curriculum.
Not only does the technology allow a different way of teaching and
learning but has enabled us to improve pupil engagement in areas
of the curriculum where traditionally it has been difficult to improve
attainment.
- Wilbraham Primary School

0800 862 0123

info@computeam.co.uk

www.computeam.co.uk

“

The Big Sleep Out is to be held on 8th
June and whilst it does not look to
represent the homeless, the night will
show some of the harsh realities faced by
rough sleepers each night.

IPad’s are like a digital swiss-army knife, suitable
for a wide variety of classroom activities thanks
to the huge library of educational Apps in the
Expert training
AppStore.
for staff

Smart Support
We’ve been supporting schools’ ICT since 1999 and our services have evolved
over the past 20 years to be smarter than ever! Our powerful technology
platform delivers remote monitoring and management of our client networks,
preventing the need for costly, inefficient technical visits for most issues. All of
our Smart Support bundles contain the same great features & benefits:

Automated
monitoring of
servers and
network

You’ll never
have to wait
for a visit to
get your issue
resolved

Unlimited
remote and
onsite reactive
support

We know
about issues
before you do

Why our clients choose Computeam
Understand
Monthly
Never forget
where to Community Primary
reports on Sampford Arundel
a backup or
invest for
network
anti-virusyou.
check
Very
fast
response.
Thank
maximum
performance
effect

School

Peace of
mind for data
security

Ladybarn Primary School
Extremely quick to respond and provided clear updates to the support ticket.
We get to
Regular visit
Smart
know each
from a named
Scanning
for
client andof England (VC)
St Rumon’s Church
Infants
senior
ICT Usage
become part
technician
Very quick response.
of the team

Why Schools Choose Computeam?
Birchfield Primary School

Find out how
much you are
spending on power
and reduce costs
with automatic
shutdowns

School

Problem
sorted
while
was school
on theis phone.
We have
standard was
packages
butquickly
understand
thatI each
unique and
levels
of support, so we can offer bespoke and flexible
We believe in improvingrequires
education different
outcomes using
technology.
packages to meet
any need
and budget.CE Primary School
Bishop
Bridgeman
Computeam has a track record
back over 20 years.
We’ve built
Verystretching
quick response,
sorted
thesuccessful
query immediately,
long-term partnerships with hundreds of schools across the country, and work
to become a trusted advisor helping with each client’s ICT strategy and school
The Old Priory Academy
improvement plan.

great service.

and helpful service.
Core Efficient
Support

Cheddon
Fitzpaine
Church School
Clients For
choose
Computeam
fortheir
these
reasons:
larger
schools with
own
technical staff, our Core support packages
Quick and efficient.

provide a safety net for the onsite team, offering 3rd line support and all the
benefits of our strategic planning service to ensure the best experience possible.

Why
Choose
Compu
Why
Schools
Choose
Computeam
Knights Templar
CofE
SchoolSchools
Have gone out of your way to be extremely helpful. Many thanks.
Unlimited remote
& reactive support
St

Proactive
monitoring
Workingusing
in partnership
We
believe in improving
outcomes
using technology.
We believe
in improving
education education
outcomes
technology.

with in-house IT staff
John’s C of
ofinfrastructure
E (Wellington)
Computeam
has
a track
record
stretching
back
overWe’ve
20 years.
b
Computeam
has
a
track
record
stretching
backschools
over 20
years.
builtWe’ve
succes
Quick response to my request.
Many thanks.in larger
long-term partnerships with hundreds of schools across the country, a
long-term partnerships with hundreds of schools across the country, and work

97.4% client
satisfaction rating

becomeadvisor
a trusted
advisor
helping
with each
ICT
strategy
to becometo
a trusted
helping
with
each client’s
ICTclient’s
strategy
and
schoolan
Highly experienced
Dulverton
Junior
School
improvement
plan.
improvement
plan.
team

CloudServe

Received some good help and advice with an offer to contact again if I have any
problems.

The heart of your network is your school server. Our
innovative
CloudServe
Clients
choose Computeam
for
these reaso
Clients
choose
Computeam
for these
reasons:
provides all of the functions of a school server for a fixed annual fee. You’ll have
onsite hardware for speedy access, replicated in the cloud providfor cmplete
peace of mind and disaster recovery in the event of an emergency. You can also
gain access to files and applications from anywhere, using our secure remote login.

Passionate about
education

Dedicated account
manager

0800 862 0123

97.4% client
Strategic advice 97.4% client
satisfaction
rating rating
and consultancysatisfaction

info@computeam.co.uk

www.computeam.co.uk

Highly experie
Highly experienced
team
team

